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Abstract
Many developed countries that have a combatant Air Force and Search & Rescue (SAR)
assets designed for their Air Force’s SAR service have been struggling with locating SAR units
due to limited SAR assets, constrained budgets, logistic-maintenance problems, and high risk
level of military flights. In recent years, the Turkish Air Force (TUAF) has also been researching
methods to gather all SAR units into a central base and deploying the needed number of SAR
units to defined Deployment Points (DPs).
This research applies three location optimization models to determine the optimum locations
for TUAF SAR units. The first model, Set Covering Location Problem (SCLP), defines the
minimum number of SAR DPs to cover all fighter aircraft training areas (TAs). The second
model, Maximal Covering Location Problem (MCLP), aims to obtain maximum coverage with a
given SAR DP number and response time. A weighted MCLP models is also applied with TAs
risk values obtained by this research to maximize demanded coverage of TAs. Finally the last
model, P-Median Location Problem, defines the locations of SAR DPs while obtaining minimum
aggregate or average response time. These three models are applied via a Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) & LINGO Optimization Software interface that allows changing each
exogenous variable of the models in a flexible way.
The primary objective of this research is to provide the information for the required number
of SAR units and their locations. The results indicate that the response time definition is as
important as the required number of DPs. Additionally; some DP locations are indispensible
because they have no alternative in their sectors.
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OPTIMIZATION OF TURKISH AIR FORCE SAR UNITS’ FORWARD DEPLOYMENT
POINTS FOR A CENTRAL BASED SAR FORCE STRUCTURE
I. Introduction
1.1 Overview
1.1.1 Turkey’s Location & Policy
Turkey is one of the developing and strong countries in her located geographical area.
Existing on an area as a bridge between Europe and Asia, in other words western and eastern
civilizations, makes her importance worldwide. While the position of Turkey poses importance
in terms of connection of cultures and civilizations, it reveals a rough neighborhood and some
threats as expected. Hence, as a guarantor of peace and stability in this critical region she should
keep herself always strong enough to counteract the threats that may appear around her
mainland. To be a powerful country today means that a country is strong enough in the political,
economical and military areas. Having powerful armed forces becomes a very vital capability in
such threat containing areas like Middle East or Balkans.
When we evaluate our present day technology, aviation and space studies arise as some of
the most outstanding and promising power factors. Armed forces without air power and air
defense systems are not able to defend their own borders and populace from an external
aggressor as well (Alkanat, 2008). In light of this evaluation (NATO MCASB, 2015), Turkey
knows that she should have a powerful Air Force to have powerful armed forces. The
tremendous effort of Turkey in keeping her Air Force talented and powerful should be read as a
method of deterring threats in advance.
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1.1.2 Turkish Air Force (TUAF)
The Turkish Air Force (TUAF) is one the five branches of the Turkish Armed Forces with
Turkish Army, Navy, Coast Guard, and Military Police. TUAF’s main responsibility is
preventing threats and dangers likely to be received via air against Turkey, and facilitating the
way to success of the duties of Land and Naval Forces during a possible war (Turkish Air Force,
2010). TUAF’s first goal is keeping up the level of contemporary Air Forces in the world to
satisfy this responsibility.
TUAF has modern capabilities such as fighter, cargo, refueling aircraft, and helicopters to
operate effectively both in day and night conditions. In addition, the facilities on which these
capabilities are located are constructed in a very sophisticated structure to respond to the
requirements of modern aviation. Turkey is also one of the stakeholders of the F-35-Joint Strike
Fighter project. Furthermore, many organic production and modernization projects with training
aircraft, Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs), munitions, and avionics systems have been supported
by TUAF for the last few decades. It will be presumably true to express that TUAF is the best air
force in its region today.
The efforts and the density in development activities of capabilities and facilities are also
reflected in the intensity of flight operations in Turkish Air Space. Flight operations always
include high-level risks. To mitigate these risks an air force should provide some services like air
traffic control, civilian engineering activities of bases, search and rescue service etc. The
increasing number of flights, especially fighter flights, in Turkish Airspace forces Turkish Air
Force decision makers to generate a more effective Search and Rescue (SAR) system for TUAF.
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1.1.3 SAR Service Necessity for an Air Force
Military flights are always accepted as one of the highest risk containing missions of a
military. Since they are risky missions, most of the countries’ military structures include SAR
assets of which the primary mission is rescuing the military flight crew after an accident or an
ejection from a fighter aircraft. It is especially important to make a pilot know that he will be
rescued in case of an accident and ensuring he feels safe is a vital issue for an air force to keep
morale and motivation of personnel at a high level.
Military flights are usually executed over seas and terrains out of residential areas. Hence,
flight crews ejected because of an accident or a malfunction probably find them themselves in
challenging terrain and weather conditions. It is also presumably not possible in these conditions
to reach someone who can help you survive. Dangers such as freezing, hypothermia and
drowning at sea, severe injuries occurring during contact with the rocky and wooded terrain, and
injuries from misusage of parachutes make establishment of a SAR system in a way that
survivors can be reached in the shortest time.

1.2 Background
1.2.1 SAR Definition
“Search & Rescue (SAR)”, “Personnel Recovery (PR)”, and “Combat Search & Rescue
(CSAR)” are three terms that need to be distinguished in this subject. In the Lexicon Chapter, the
final draft of Allied Joint Doctrine for Personnel Recovery in NATO Operations, (NATO
MCASB, 2015), states that Search and Rescue is the location and recovery of persons in distress
in an environment where hostile interference is not expected. The provision of SAR is a national
responsibility operated to meet International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and
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International Maritime Organization (IMO) agreements. Another term appears in this subject,
CSAR, defined as “Combat Search and Rescue: The detection, location, identification and rescue
of downed aircrew in hostile territory in time of crisis and war and, when appropriate, isolated
military personnel in distress, who are trained and equipped to receive combat search and rescue
support” (Joint Air Power Competence Centre-JAPCC, 2011). This definition was in early 2000s
NATO documents but then NATO developed a conceptual term, “Personnel Recovery”. Again,
(NATO MCASB, 2015) defines PR as “sum of military, diplomatic and civil efforts to perform
the recovery and reintegration of isolated personnel”. These definitions give us the exact
difference between SAR and PR. Since our problem is about SAR locations of TUAF, we will
evaluate all location options in terms of peace conditions.

1.2.2 SAR Activities of TUAF
The Turkish SAR plan is generated to be compatible with international military agreements.
The SAR responsibility of the whole country (land and seas) is shared between civilian and
military authorities such as Undersecretary of Maritime Affairs (UMA), TUAF, Turkish Army,
and Turkish Coast Guard. In this plan, the responsibility of SAR activities of fighter flights has
been given to TUAF SAR units located on air force bases. SAR operations consist of two
phases, “search” and “rescue”. They are carried out via airplanes and helicopters. Medium
ranged transport planes are used to locate the survivor in the searching phase of the operation in
the case where electronic signals are not received by the SAR Operation Center. Helicopters are
main assets of SAR operations. Their primary mission is to conduct the rescue phase. If the
survivor is located via electronic signals of the personnel locating system (PLS) by the SAR
Operation Center then the first phase is skipped. Otherwise, search airplanes are assigned to
execute the first phase since they are faster than the helicopters.
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In any case, airplanes and helicopters take off as soon as possible. Helicopters move to the
approximate event zone while airplanes execute the searching phase. Developments in satellite
based technologies for personnel locating usually provide the probability of skipping first phase.
The minimum SAR unit of TUAF located in a base consists of a few helicopters with 2
pilots, 1 hoist operator, and 2 SAR Specialist Commandos per helicopter. These numbers can be
extended according to the frame of the mission.

1.2.3 Problem Statement
Many developed countries that have a combatant Air Force and SAR assets designed for their
Air Force’s SAR service have been struggling with locating SAR units due to limited SAR
assets, constrained budgets, logistic-maintenance problems, and high risk level of military
flights. The primarily problem faced by the Air Forces about SAR locations is finding an
optimum number of units to maximize coverage on demanded areas while minimizing the cost
and response times.
As a result of this dilemma, TUAF has been researching its SAR locations in recent years. A
hundred percent coverage on demand points, which are fighter planes Training Areas (TAs), is
the basic objective of its SAR location plan, but it doesn’t seem to be possible with existing
capabilities. Hence, TUAF authorities have been researching a method of gathering all SAR
units in a central base and deploying the needed number of SAR teams to defined Deployment
Points (DPs).
Generating this kind of a solution appears to be a more applicable method in terms of
logistics and maintenance of helicopters. Also, it would be more beneficial for enlarged, joint
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exercises for SAR crew training. However, some constraints such as the number of helicopters,
pilots, crew are still present while defining SAR teams deployment locations.
Consequently, our study focuses on;


defining the minimum number of SAR DPs to cover all TAs,



obtaining maximum coverage with a given SAR DP number and response time,



defining the locations of SAR DPs while obtaining minimum average response time,

in a deterministic approach in case of TUAF decision to gather all SAR units in a central base.

1.2.4 Assumptions and Limitations
The problem is mainly about locating SAR DPs in a deterministic approach. Logistical and
basing problems are not in the scope of this study. Thus, in line with this information we assume
the following:


All the candidate points (DPs) have the same cost.



Personnel, equipment, deployment schedule, and training requirements are not
considered.



Helicopters deploying to the DPs are all the same types and they all have same features.



Central SAR base always has an SAR unit on duty. Hence, this base is forced to be one of
the DPs in the mathematical models.



Quick reaction time of a SAR team is 15 min.



SAR Helicopter’s speed is 130 NM/Hr.
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1.3 Summary
As mentioned above, the SAR location problem is an existing issue in terms of limited
capabilities and increasing costs for all countries that have an Air Force. TUAF is also facing this
problem. It has been trying to find a cost effective solution to locate its SAR units within an idea
of central basing of all SAR assets and deploying them to demanded areas. This research
optimizes deployment locations of TUAF SAR units by minimizing the response time and
numbers of DPs within a given notional generic TA and DP scenario.

1.4 Conclusion
Chapter 2 gives a literature review about location problems and solution techniques used in
this study. Chapter 3 describes the methodology of applying types of location problems to our
problem area. Differences between these techniques and our models are shown as well. Chapter
4 interprets results and analyzes the differences between the three methodologies. Chapter 5
presents a general conclusion and advises some follow on topics.
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II. Literature Review
2.1 General
This chapter presents general information about historical phases and types of location
problems, methods to solve these types of problems, and the application of location problems in
some military examples. The information about location problems is gathered from textbooks,
articles, theses and other sources.

2.2 History of Location Problems
Location problems aim to find the optimum location, on a map, of facilities for demanded
areas. These facilities can be some service points such as hospitals, police reaction points,
airports, or Quick Reaction Alert (QRA) points for fighter aircraft. The location problems
modeling mostly depends on demanded areas or points to cover and candidate points to locate
facilities. A variety of demand and candidate points reveals a wide type and solution range that
change according to the objective.
The location problem dates back to the 1600s. The first suggestion of the problem is usually
accredited to Pierre de Fermat who came up with an idea of finding the optimum point, which is
the closest distance to another given three points in a plane (Sarikaya, 2009). The first formally
presented location problem, presented by Alfied Weber in 1909 (Alkanat, 2008), involved
locating a single warehouse while minimizing the total travel distance between the warehouse
and a set of spatially distributed customers. In the 1950s some researchers focused on location
problems of facility layout but an initiative work in the field of location theory, commenced by
Hakimi in the mid-1960s, consisted primarily of a number of separate applications not tied
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together by a unified theory. He studied the general problem of locating one or more facilities on
a network to minimize the travel distances (Brandeau & Chiu, 1989).
During the last 35 years, several comprehensive books in this area have been written.
Interested readers can refer to the books stated below to find out more about typical facility
location models: (Handler & Mirchandani, 1979), (Love, Morris, & Wesolowsky, 1988),
(Francis, McGinnis, & White, 1992), (Daskin, 1995), (Drezner & Hamacher, 2002), (Nickel &
Puerto, 2005), (Church & Murray, 2009), and (Farahani, SteadieSeifi, & Asgari, 2010). Since
there are many different types of location problems, “for more than 120 years, mathematicians,
analysts, operations researchers, and management science scholars have tried to devise
algorithms and techniques to identify optimal locations given a wide variety of problem
parameters, resource constraints, and model objectives.” (Eberlan, 2004)
Today, applications of location problems spread to so many different areas. Dispatching the
warehouses of a company, locating the shops of a market chain, finding optimum service stations
for emergency service providers are some of the prominent examples for today’s researchers.

2.3 Parameters of Location Problems
Location modeling decisions commonly depend on the measurements of distances
proximity. Even distances from point to another are used; coverage method is another important
alternative method.

Some basic parameters in a location problem are “demand points”,

“candidate points”, “distance matrix”, and “response time”.
Demand Point: A demand point is a point or area that should be serviced by the facility. To be
serviced means that the demand point is under the coverage of one of the nearest facilities within
the defined range.
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Candidate Point: A candidate point is one of the alternative places to locate a facility. A
candidate point can be either continuous or discrete, as our problem is discrete we will discuss
the Discrete Network Location problem where a candidate facility site is known with certainty
(Drezner & Hamacher, 2002).
Distance Matrix: A distance matrix is the basic tool for the establishment of a location study.
This matrix shows the distances from each demand point to each candidate point. With the help
of this matrix we are able to apply linear modeling techniques.
Response Time: Response time is the SAR unit reaction time including time to pass from a
candidate point to a demand point. Since most of the location problems are related to some
urgent services, another way of comparing facility-locating alternatives is response time.
Decision makers would prefer to compare response times rather than distances, because the same
distance may mean different response times in terms of using different assets, vehicles etc. Thus,
location studies that include urgency generate their research according to response times.

2.4 Types of Location Problems
The general problem is optimizing some objectives while locating facilities. Distance or any
other measure such as response time is fundamental to such problems. Thus, classifying location
problems according to their consideration of distance is a good method, and is presented by
Drezner and Hamacher in their book. (Drezner & Hamacher, 2002) They present information
about eight basic facility location models and separate them into two quad groups. The first four
are based on maximum distance and the second four are based on total (or average) distance.
These models are explained in Table 1.
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Table 1. Basic Facility Location Models

As mentioned in the Chapter 1, this research will


define the minimum number of SAR DPs to cover all TAs, which can be solved by the

SCLP method,


obtain maximum coverage with a given number of SAR DPs and a given response time,

which can be solved by the MCLP method,


define the locations of a given number of SAR DPs while obtaining minimum average

response time, which can be solved by the P-Median method.
Hence, we present detailed information about the formulation and the parameters of these
three methods.
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2.4.1 Set Covering Location Problem-SCLP
The covering location problem is generally divided into two, the Set Covering Location
Problem (SCLP) and the Maximal Covering Location problem (MCLP). The SCLP method
gives the minimum number and locations of facilities to cover all of the demand points. The
optimal number of facilities is determined within the model itself. The SCLP allocates each
demand point to one facility. Demand is not always allocated to the closest facility (Eberlan,
2004).
The original SCLP method was introduced by Torgeas et al.(1971). In our research, Drezner
& Hamacher’s formulation (2002) is used. A SCLP formulation can be stated as follows:

MINIMIZE

X

j

X

j

jJ

Subject To

(2.1)

1

i  I

(2.2)

X j  0,1

j  J

(2.3)

jNi

where:
I = the set of demand points indexed by i
J = the set of candidate points indexed by j
dij = the distance from each demand point i to each candidate site j
Dc = maximum distance coverage
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Ni = {j | dij ≤ Dc} = the set of all candidate sites j within the coverage distance Dc of demand
point i;

1 if we locate at site j
Xj 
0 if not
The objective function (2.1) minimizes the number of selected facilities needed to cover each
demand point. Constraint (2.2) ensures that each demand point is covered by at least one
candidate site within Dc distance. Constraint (2.3) enforces the integrality nature of the decision
variables.

2.4.2 Maximal Covering Location Problem-MCLP
In the SCLP method, we have no constraint on the number of facilities. On the other side, a
standard MCLP method focuses on locating P facilities on network such that the maximal
population is covered within a given distance. This given distance is often called the coverage
radius. The coverage radius has a vital role and affects the optimal solution of the problem. The
MCLP is commonly used to locate many service facilities such as schools, parks, hospitals and
emergency units. The problem was first introduced by (Church & ReVelle, 1974) on a network
and since then, various extensions to the original problem have been made. Normally, MCLP is
preferred whenever there are insufficient resources or budget to cover the demand of all the
nodes. Therefore, the decision maker determines a fixed budget/resource to cover the demands as
much as possible (Davari, Zarandi, & Hemmati, 2011). The MCLP formulation is stated as
follows:
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MAXIMIZE

hZ
iI

Subject To

i

X

j

 Zi  0

X

j

P

jNi

jJ

(2.4)

i

i  I

(2.5)

(2.6)

X j  0,1

j  J

(2.7)

Z i  0,1

i  I

(2.8)

where:
I = the set of demand points indexed by i
J = the set of candidate points indexed by j
hi = demand value at demand point i
P = the limited number of facilities to locate
dij = the distance from each demand point i to each candidate site j
Dc = maximum distance coverage
Ni = {j | dij ≤ Dc} = the set of all candidate sites j within the coverage distance (Dc) of demand
point i;
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1
X j=
0
1
Zi  
0

if we locate at site j
if not

if demand node i is covered
if not

The objective function (2.4) is maximizing the sum of covered demand. Constraint (2.5)
ensures that demand point i is not counted as covered unless we locate at one of the candidate
points that covers node i. Constraint (2.6) limits the number of facilities to the given number.
Constraints (2.7) and (2.8) force the decision variables to be binary (Drezner & Hamacher,
2002).

2.4.3 P-Median Location Problem
The p-median model, formulated by Hakimi in the mid-sixties (Hakimi, 1964), minimizes the
total or average distance (or travel time) in a network where the nodes of the network are
considered as the location candidates. This model assumes that the demand for service at each
node and the travel times between nodes are deterministic (Serra & Marianov, 1998). In 1963,
(Cooper, 1963) established the first step for p-median problems by developing a classic facility
location problem on a plane to minimize costs with a heuristic approach. Since then, several
algorithms have been developed for the p-median problem, including exact methods based on
linear programming, constructive algorithms, dual based algorithms, and local search procedures.
Hakimi formulated the problem for locating a single and multi-medians in 1964 (Sarikaya,
2009). The p-median problem does not only allow the application of location-allocation
techniques to a greater number of circumstances, but it also reveals more efficient algorithms for
solving location problems (Eberlan, 2004). Hence, the p-median model is mainly used to find the
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location of p facilities while minimizing the demand weighted aggregate distance. This model is
formulated as follows:

MINIMIZE

 h d Y

i ij ij

(2.9)

X

P

(2.10)

iI jJ

Subject To

jJ

Y

j

i  I

(2.11)

Yij  X j  0

i  I , j  J

(2.12)

X j  0,1

j  J

(2.13)

Yij  0,1

i  I , j  J

(2.14)

jJ

ij

1

where:
I = the set of demand points indexed by i
J = the set of candidate points indexed by j
hi = demand value at demand point i
P = the limited number of facilities to locate
dij = the distance from each demand point i to each candidate site j

1 if we locate at site j
X j=
0 if not
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1 if demand node i is assigned to a facility at node j
Yij  
0 if not
The objective function (2.9) minimizes the demand-weighted total distance traveled.
Constraint (2.10) ensures that number of P facilities are located. Constraint (2.11) requires that
each demand point be assigned to exactly one facility. Constraint (2.12) restricts the demand
point assignments only if there is a facility at j. Constraints (2.13) and (2.14) force the decision
variables to be binary. Constraint (2.14) also requires the demand point to be assigned to only
one facility (Drezner & Hamacher, 2002).
Table 2 shows the basic relations among these three modeling types in terms of number of
facilities, coverage ratio, and coverage distance.
Table 2. SCLP, MCLP, and P-Median Relationship

2.5 Solution Techniques
Heuristics and optimization are the two primary solution methods applied to location
problems. A heuristic algorithm may not give the optimum result. Since the heuristic method
gives a shorter solution time, large sized problems have been attempted to be solved usually with
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heuristic methods by conceding the best solution (Sarikaya, 2009). There are three main heuristic
methods; Greedy, Drop, and Interchange.
The Greedy Algorithm, developed by (Kuehn & Hamburger, 1963), presents an approach to
locate facilities stepwise by least cost until P facilities are located. The Drop Algorithm,
developed by (Feldman, Lehrer, & Ray, 1966), locates facilities to all candidate sites and then
iteratively drops the facility that has the least effect on the objective function. The Interchange
Algorithm, developed by (Teitz & Bart, 1968), selects P sites and then iteratively substitutes not
included sites with each site and recalculates the objective function (Alkanat, 2008).
Researchers may prefer heuristic techniques when feasible and close to optimum solutions
are required in a short time period. In the case of consuming too much time to find an optimum
solution for a location problem, closeness to optimum solution may be a preferable trade off for a
researcher.
The basic optimization method for large sized problems is mathematical programming.
Linear programming, integer programming, non linear programming, and mixed integer-linear
programming are the types of mathematical programming. Linear programming (LP) involves
solving problems optimally by using linear objective functions and linear constraints. If the
optimal values of the decision variables must be integer values, this is known as integer linear
programming (Eberlan, 2004).
Location studies commonly use integer linear programming, since the decision variables are
mostly integers. This kind of location problem can be solved by LP relaxation, branch and bound
methods or by a linear solver program such as Excel Solver, LINDO, and LINGO.
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2.6 Similar Location Problems
Location problems usually depend on similar algorithms since their basic problem is
covering the demand points with the optimum number of facilities. Hence, there are many
applications of location problems in social, commercial, industrial, and military research areas.
Since our problem is a military resource dispatching problem, it is very usual to encounter
similar studies which are based on allocating military facilities due to cost & resource
constraints.
Toregas et al. present one of the earliest location studies about emergency facilities. They
give an example of SCLP modeling by applying linear programming to locate emergency
facilities with equal costs in the objective (Toregas, Swain, ReVelle, & Bergman, 1971).
(Current & O'Kelly, 1992) report a modified version of the SCLP modeling with an application
of locating two emergency warning siren types each of which has different cost and covering
radius. They also emphasize that location modeling’s results can be powerful and efficient tools
in the design of such systems, and their use can lead to significant cost savings. Again as an
emergency facility location problem, (Serra & Marianov, 1998) address the issue of locating fire
stations in Barcelona with an approach of upgraded p-median modeling when there is uncertainty
in demand, travel times or distance.
As one of the recent military applications of location problems, Eberlan et al. develop a
model to optimally locate alert sites to cover areas of interest in the Continental United States
(CONUS). His model finds the minimum number of alert sites, minimum aggregate network
distance, and minimized maximum distance given a range of aircraft launch times and speeds
with an integer programming method (Bell, Griffis, Cunningham, & Eberlan, 2011 ). (Dawson,
Bell, & Weir, 2007) bring out a new approach, a combination of p-median and p-center models,
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to provide solutions to the problem of locating security teams over a geographic area to maintain
security for US Air Force Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Systems. This combined model
supplies solutions that minimize the distances traveled while minimizing the maximum distance
from any missile site to required security forces. (Overholts, Bell, & Arostegui, 2009) use a twostage MCLP model to develop Inter Continental Ballistic Missile maintenance schedules for the
US Air Force. By applying sensitivity analysis to the results of MCLP, they determine the impact
of altering security response times and the number of security patrol areas on the quality of daily
maintenance schedules and personnel usage.
In his study, (Alkanat, 2008) develops two location optimization models, SCLP and MCLP,
to optimally locate SAM sites to defend specified areas of Turkish Air Space. One of his models
finds the minimum number of SAM sites to cover the specified area; the other finds the
maximum coverage for a given number of SAM sites. He reflects an analytical view of Turkey’s
long ranged SAM systems procurement process while comparing three types of SAM systems.
As another example of location study in the specialty of TUAF, in his research, (Sarikaya,
2009) provides optimal orbit locations for Turkish Airborne Early Warning and Control
(AEW&C) aircraft in the combat arena. He examines three combat scenarios Turkey might
encounter to cover and detect the threats as far as possible from Turkey within a defined risk
level. The objective of his study is to define the number of needed AEW &C aircraft to obtain
the full coverage of orbit locations with the help of MCLP.

2.6 Risk Value Generation Methods
Location optimization researchers have also studied about some weighing values to use in
their formulations as demand values for demand points or as bonus values for candidate sites.
Under the depths of this thought, there is an intention of affording some priority to more
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demanded areas such as cost effective areas to locate facilities or winning customers to cover.
Since we intend to enhance our demanded coverage of our TAs especially by the MCLP method,
we need to generate some demand values of TAs. In terms of SAR operations, these demand
values would probably be the risk level of the related TA to have an accident. Thus, a risk
assessment study for TAs is generated to obtain values for using in our MCLP method. Chapter 3
explains our risk value generation methodology , but a short literature review is needed to justify
our methodology.

2.6.1 Definition of Risk
Since risk is an everywhere issue, there have been many studies dedicated to understand the
concept of risk analysis and assessment. Most of the risk studies are focused on the difference
between uncertainty and risk at the beginning. While the uncertainty is defined as “indefinite,
indeterminate and not known beyond a doubt”, risk is defined as “possibility of loss or injury;
peril”. Uncertainty also can be stated as “unsureness about the future”. Whereby all the
definitions about risk and uncertainty are depending on having unsure knowledge about the
future, there is a strong relationship between the two terms. Risk can be accepted as a subset of
uncertainty which means to have risk there should be some uncertain parameters or criteria about
our future related decision. On the other side if there are some uncertain parameters or criteria
about our decision, this does not mean that decision involves some risks (Kaplan & Garrick,
1981).
In their paper (Kaplan & Garrick, 1981) tried to make a quantitative definition of risk that
fundamentally looks for the answer to the following three questions:
1. What can happen?
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2. How likely is it that it will happen? and
3. If it does happen, what are the consequences?
As a result of trying to find a solution for these questions, risk can be defined as the
combination of probability, consequence or evaluation measure, and measure of damage of that
scenario. For the quantitative definition of risk, (Kaplan & Garrick, 1981) derive a function from
the answers of these questions as (Si, Pi, Xi) where Si is a scenario identification or description; Pi
is the probability of that scenario; and Xi is the consequence or evaluation measure of that
scenario, i.e., the measure of damage.

2.6.2 Hierarchical Holographic Model (HHM)
HHM method is a particular form of diagram, which is particularly useful for the analysis of
systems with multiple, interacting subsystems. The different columns in the diagram reflect
different “perspectives” on the overall system. The HHM methodology recognizes that most
organizational as well as technology-based systems are hierarchical in structure, and thus the risk
assessment of such systems must be driven by and responsive to this structure.

“Head topics”

and “subtopics” are the two basic structural components of HHM. Where head topics are the
major visions, concepts, and perspectives of success and subtopics provide a more detailed
classification of the requirements for the success scenarios, or sources of risk for the risk
scenarios (Haimes, 2009). The HHM approach will supply inputs for our risk matrices and we
will use risk matrices to quantify the risk factors. A sample HMM illustrates subsystems of an
aircraft development project in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. HHM Sample for Aircraft Development Project (Haimes, 2009)
2.6.3 Risk Matrices
Carrying out a risk analysis is hard due to its biased and qualitative nature. In risk analysis
studies, risk matrices are commonly used tools. “A risk matrix is a table that has several
categories of “probability,” “likelihood,” or “frequency” for its rows (or columns) and several
categories of “severity,” “impact,” or “consequences” for its columns (or rows, respectively). It
associates a recommended level of risk, urgency, priority, or management action with each rowcolumn pair, that is, with each cell” (Cox, 2008). A risk matrix illustrates the level of threats for
a system with a ranking order in terms of severity and the likelihood. The primary formulation
for risk derived from a table (Figure 2) is Risk = Likelihood x Severity.
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Figure 2. Example of a Basic Risk Matrix
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, after reviewing the history of location problems, parameters and types of
location problems are described. Mathematical formulations of problem types used in this
research are explained comprehensively. Solution techniques for these kinds of problems are
discussed exhaustively as well. Research similar to our problem, especially those applied to
military problem areas are presented. Additionally, since we use risk values to calculate
demanded coverage in our MCLP modeling, a primary review for risk definition and some
assessment methods are presented.
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III. Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter first states the problem and primary objectives of the research, and then presents
the methodology to define parameters of the stated problem. Next, we discuss risk value
generation for TAs to determine a weight for each TA to use in the MCLP method. Then we
explain the quantification method for the risk values. Finally, we define changes to the models in
Chapter 2 to make them applicable for our problem. All of these are then implemented using
VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) & LINGO as a useful and flexible tool, which allows
changing important parameters of the models easily.

3.2 Problem Description
As mentioned in the Chapter 1, TUAF has been researching about its optimum SAR units’
locations. Even though a certain decision has not been made yet, a centralization idea of all SAR
units and deploying them to the optimum points has become the most outstanding plan because
of cost, training, logistics, and maintenance issues. Moving on from this point as an initiative
approach and an effort to create an advisory document, this research aims to determine an
optimum number of SAR units and their locations for TUAF in a deterministic methodology.
Generating a location plan for TUAF SAR units while minimizing the number of DPs and total
response time, and also maximizing the demanded coverage of TAs is the main purpose of this
study.

3.3 Defining Objectives
This research’s initial problem is to find the minimum SAR DPs for the given scenario to
cover all demand points (i.e. fighter aircraft TAs) within a determined response time. Since it
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effects the solution directly, the critical value is the given response time in this part of the
problem. The SCLP method is used to determine the number of SAR DPs to cover all TAs.
The secondary problem is to cover as many TAs as we can with a given number of SAR DPs.
The MCLP method is used to find the maximum coverage, which is a valuable objective under
the constrained budget, number of assets, and personnel. Additionally a weighted demanded
coverage of TAs is another aim of the research to extend our coverage in terms of demanded
areas.
Subsequently, as a third problem, our research seeks to find a minimum average response
time for the whole SAR system with a given number of SAR DPs which can be obtained by the
first two models. The P-Median model is used to find the minimum average response time. The
results of this part of the problem would be valuable if the decision makers prefer system’s total
response time instead of a limited response time for all TAs.
In summary, this research seeks answers for the questions stated below as our objectives:


What is the minimum number of SAR DPs for a given scenario to cover all TAs?



What are locations of SAR DPs for our case with a given number of DPs and a given

response time to cover the maximum number of TAs?


What are the locations of SAR DPs with a given number of DPs to obtain the minimum

average response time of the whole system?

3.4 Parameter Selection
Similar to other location problems, the primary parameters are demand and candidate points
in this research. These two parameters are used to generate the distance matrix, which is an
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indispensible tool of a location problem. Even though our coding allows us to add or delete
demand or candidate points, these parameters will be constant since the study is based on a
notional scenario. After the selection of demand and candidate points, a distance matrix is
generated with the help of an Excel formula. Response time and the number of SAR units are the
variable parameters of models. These two parameters emerge as the input or the objective of the
relevant model as shown in Table 2.

3.4.1 Demand Point Selection
Demand point is one of the basic two parameters of a location problem. In our study, demand
points are defined as TAs of fighter aircraft. Since a TA is probably in a quadrilateral shape,
utilization of a mathematical algorithm is needed to obtain some exact points with their
coordinates. We preferred to use the centroids of quarters of a rectangular or square shaped TA
instead of its corners as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Demand Points of a Rectangular Shaped TA
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The main idea of applying this methodology is to cover the maximum percentage of a TA
area, especially for the ones, which are at the border of two candidate points coverage ranges.
Defining only the corners of a TA as demand points may cause not covering an important area of
a TA. That is why we preferred to use centroids without enhancing our number of demand
points. Even though our models allow us to add as many number of TAs as we want, we intend
to generate a practical decision matrix without compromising coverage area. Otherwise, we
could easily take 20 intersection points shown in Figure 3 for each TA and generate about a
thousand demand points. However, this kind of a methodology would presumably be tough in
terms of application of models and interpretation of results.
Despite the fact that most of TAs are in a quadrilateral shape, a few of them are also in a
trapezoid shape. We prefer to use the centroid methodology for these TAs as well as shown in
Figure 4 to utilize the coverage area without enhancing the number of demand points.

Figure 4. Demand Points of a Trapezoid Shaped TA
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One can see that there is still some uncovered small areas in both shaped TAs. Even so, TAs
at the borders of candidate points ranges constitute only a few percentage of TAs. Additionally,
that uncovered distance can be stated by means of seconds in terms of helicopter flight. Hence,
these few uncovered areas are accepted as negligible. Finally, 155 TA points are determined as
demand points to be covered. The demand points are symbolized as “Yi” in the mathematical
models.

3.4.2 Candidate Point Selection
A candidate point is the other basic parameter of a location problem and it represents the area
or point which is available to locate your facility. In our study, candidate points are defined as
military or civilian-military shared airports, which are available to deploy our SAR units. All
airports are assumed to have the same logistical, geographical and cost values. Thus, there is no
prioritization for any airport in the applied models. The criteria about choosing the airports are
availability to deploy, ability to supply basic fuel & maintenance services, having main facilities
to meet basic vital needs of personnel, and being affordable for logistical support. These criteria
led to eliminate some airports. In addition, it is confirmed that there are at least two candidate
points in each region of Turkey. Finally, 25 airports are chosen as available DPs to deploy SAR
units. The candidate points are symbolized as “Xj” in the mathematical models.

3.4.3 Generating Distance Matrix
The distance matrix is the basic tool for any discrete location problem. This matrix shows the
distances from each demand point to each candidate point. Since our demand points are TAs and
candidate points are DPs, our decision matrix shows the distances between each TA and DP
matching.
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Since it is a time consuming and not a flexible method to calculate each matching separately,
a Excel formulation is used to calculate the distances to generate our distance matrix easily.
Entering the geographic coordinates of TAs and DPs with the time format is enough to calculate
the distance for the formulation shown at (3.1) (Chamberlain, 1996). Numbers at the end of the
formula converts the grid format into a NM distance. The calculated distance by the formula is
direct flight distance and the accuracy of the distances is crosschecked with the geographical
programs such as Google Earth and Google Maps.

cos

∗

90

90

Xj

90

∗ sin

∗ cos

Yi

Yi

90

(3.1)

Xj

Yi

Xj

∗ 3340.065 ∗ 24

We could generate the distance matrix with the help of EXCEL and stated formula despite
the numerous numbers of demand and candidate points. As a result, the distance matrix has
emerged as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Distance Matrix

3.4.4 Defining Response Time
Response time is the required time to pass from a DP to a defined TA including the quick
reaction time of a SAR unit. Since our distance matrix is calculated in terms of distances, we
need to apply a basic formula including assumed SAR unit reaction and helicopter speed to
convert the response time into a distance to use as an input to our models as
Dc =(Required Response Time in Minutes‐15) / 60) * 130),
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(3.2)

where, 15 is the Quick Reaction Time of SAR units, 60 converts the time for flight in terms of
hours, and 130 is the assumed helicopter speed in NM per hour. Hence, this formulation makes
it possible to enter the DM’s asked response time value as a coverage distance input for our
models.

3.4.5 Defining Number of SAR Units
An Air Force SAR unit should possess a helicopter, pilots, technicians, and SAR specialist
commandos. At the same time, it is necessary to ensure the continuity of training for these
personnel. Hence, there are many restricting factors of capabilities to deploy many SAR units.
For this reason, acquiring the maximum utilization with the minimum number of SAR has
become our primary criterion.
This research aims to find the minimum number of SAR units to cover all TAs. This number
changes according to the asked response time as a matter of course. Especially for reasonable
response times, like 60-90 minutes, the needed SAR units are to be between six and nine. In
addition, we demand to see the results for fewer numbers in case of higher response times.
Therefore, this research examines the number of SAR units as an input or a constraint of our
models between the numbers of 2 and 10.

3.5 Risk Value Generation for Weighed MCLP Method
Military flights are always accepted as one of the highest risk containing missions of a
military. Since they are risky missions, most of the countries’ military structure includes SAR
assets to rescue the flight crew in case of an accident or an ejection. For the MCLP model
weighed coverage method, the risk level of a military flight can be admissible as a demand value
of the TA in which flight is executed. Therefore making a risk assessment of Turkey within a
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sectored approach in terms of risk levels of military flights and survival of a crew appears to be a
rational methodology to supply weigh values for MCLP method.
To obtain these values, this research first generates an appropriate HHM model to expose the
risk factors of a military flight. Then, it presents a risk matrix application to quantify the
importance of each risk factor and to choose the most effective factors. Subsequently it assigns
risk values with the help of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) for each defined sector in terms of
the most important risk factors. Finally, it assigns risk values to TAs according to their existing
sector.

3.5.1 HHM Generation
Generating a similar model to HHM shown at Figure 1 helps us to define risk factors of a
flight at the first step of this phase. The generated HHM, Figure 5, divides the risk factors set
into two subsets as “Risks During Flight” and “Risks After Ejection”. This division is the result
of our goal that wants to evaluate risks in terms of SAR operations. Since military flights safety
is mostly dependant on meteorological conditions and meteorology affects not only the flights
but also the SAR operations effectiveness, this HHM accepts meteorology as an important sub
risk for two cases. Furthermore air traffic density, coordination problems with other air traffic,
risky mission types mostly flown in a specific region, and the hazards crew may face after
ejection are other identified subsets of our military flights risk set. These subsets are also detailed
to cover all risk factors that may appear.
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Figure 5. Risk Factors of a Military Flight

3.5.2 Risk Value Quantification
(Haimes, 2009) represents a methodology to apply a Risk Filtering Ranking & Management
(RFRM) method to reduce the number of risk factors in a HHM. This methodology defines 8
phases for RFRM. After generating the HHM, this research uses the “Multicriteria Evaluation”
phase of RFRM methodology that checks the system in terms of redundancy, resiliency, and
robustness to eliminate the ineffective and qualitative risk factors. Then, it makes use of
“Quantitative Ranking” phase to obtain quantitative values by means of applying risk matrixes.
Our SME’s experiences are referred throughout this process.
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Since we have many factors in the format shown at Figure 5, an application of a
“Multicriteria Evaluation” is needed to eliminate some of the risk factors duplicated in both parts
and having too low a risk level. The final risk factors are shown in Figure 6 after RFRM
application.

Figure 6. Filtered Risk Factors of a Military Flight
After reducing the number of risk factors, the basic problem is making up some quantitative
values for these factors. The research generates values by creating seasonal risk matrixes. The
reason for forming matrixes by seasons is the very large effect of meteorological conditions on
flight accidents. Our SME’s are asked to fill out the seasonal matrixes with the appropriate
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factors according to their fighter flight experience in Turkish Air Space. The results of their
inputs are shown at Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10.

Figure 7. Evaluated Risk Matrix for FALL Season

Figure 8. Evaluated Risk Matrix for WINTER Season
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Figure 9. Evaluated Risk Matrix for SPRING Season

Figure 10. Evaluated Risk Matrix for SUMMER Season
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Subsequent to forming risk matrixes, the rank reciprocal rule (Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1986)
which defines the weight for the ith attribute is applied to select the most risky factors. The
formulation defined for rank reciprocal rule is “ Wi =

1 / Ri
” where i is 1,2,3,4 to symbolize
1 / Ri
i

the colors in the risk matrix. The values and the weighing formulation obtained from the rank
reciprocal rule is shown at Figure 11.

Figure 11. Rank Reciprocal Application for Risk Matrixes
This method revealed to obtain formula Value = 4.8R+2.4O+1.6Y+1.2G. Where the count of
the number times a risk factors shows up in a seasonal matrix is multiplied by the weights found
using the rank reciprocal method. The final values for each risk factor are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Weighing Values for Each Risk Factor
After reaching these values, the ones below 9.6 are eliminated because the ones higher than
or equal to 9.6 refers to an average of orange or red color, which can be defined as a remarkable
risk factor. Finally, the most probable and severe 8 risk factors appear to be risk factors to
evaluate our sectors of Turkish Air Space in terms of military flights.
At this phase, our SME’s are asked to evaluate the sectors (Figure 13) in terms of determined
risk factors. A value focus thinking method applied with the help of the meteorological data and
our SME’s experiences about the Turkish Air Space. SMEs gave a value from 1 to 10 for each
sector - risk factor matching. The results of their evaluation are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 13. Defined Sectors of Turkish Air Space
Table 4. Evaluation of Turkish Air Space Sectors

According to their evaluations, the most hazardous sectors are B1, B3, C3 and C5 in terms of
military flights. These obtained values will be used as weighting values of TAs in our MCLP
model. TAs weighting values are assigned according to the sector they exist in.
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3.6 Solution Technique Applications for Research
This research presents a mathematical optimization technique to obtain optimum solutions.
Since most of the similar location problems in related literature are figured out as integer
programming, our preference for our mathematical optimization models is integer programming.
This research presents an application of SCLP, MCLP, and P-median models which are
appropriate for our objectives. All these specific models are applied as integer codes due to no
need for fractional results.

3.6.1 Application Technique for SCLP Model
This research’s first objective is to find the minimum SAR DPs to cover all demand points
(i.e. fighter aircraft TAs). The SCLP method determines the minimum number of SAR DPs to
cover all TAs within a determined response time. With a basic formulation as in Chapter 2,
LINGO gives unfeasible solutions if there is no smaller distance than the required one for a TA
to any DP (i.e. if the Ni is a null set).
The used formulation is:

MINIMIZE

X

j

X

j

jJ

Subject To

jNi

(3.3)

1

X j  0,1
X1  1

i  I , Ni  

(3.4)

j  J

(3.5)

(3.6)

where:
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I = the set of TAs indexed by i
J = the set of DPs indexed by j
dij = the distance from each TA i to each DP j
Dc = required distance
Ni = { j | dij ≤ Dc } = the set of all DPs j within the required distance Dc of TA i;

1 if we locate at DP j
Xj 
0 if not

The objective function (3.3) minimizes the number of selected DPs needed to cover all TAs.
Constraint (3.4) ensures that each TA is covered by at least one DP within Dc distance.
Constraint (3.5) enforces the integrality nature of decision variables. Constraint (3.6) ensures that
X1 is assigned as a DP since an on duty SAR unit always exists at our central SAR base
according to our scenario.

3.6.2 Application Technique for MCLP Model
Another objective of this research is to cover as many TAs as we can with a given number of
DPs. The MCLP method is a useful application to obtain maximum coverage with a limited
number of DPs. Furthermore, it is also an applicable model to reach the maximum demanded
coverage of TAs by using risk values as demand weights.
This research’s applied MCLP formulation can be stated as follows:
MAXIMIZE

 rY
iI

(3.7)

i i
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Subject to

Yi   X j  0

i  I

(3.8)

jNi

X
jJ

j

P

(3.9)

X j  0,1

j  J

(3.10)

Yi  0,1

i  I

(3.11)

X1  1

(3.12)

where:
I = the set of TAs indexed by i
J = the set of DPs indexed by j
ri = risk value at TA i
P = the limited number of DPs
dij = the distance from TA i to each DP j
Dc = required distance
Ni = {j | dij ≤ Dc} = the set of all DPs j within the required distance (Dc) of TA i;

1
Xj = 
0
1
Yi  
0

if we locate at DP j
if not

if TA i is covered
if not
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The objective function (3.7) maximizes the demanded coverage of TAs. Constraint (3.8)
enforces a TA i to be covered (i.e. Yi = 1 if we locate at one of the DPs that covers TA i).
Constraint (3.9) limits the number of DPs to the given number. Constraints (3.10) and (3.11)
force the decision variables to be binary. Constraint (3.12) ensures that X1 is assigned as a DP
since an on duty SAR unit always exists at our central SAR base.

3.6.3 Application Technique for P-Median Model
Another objective of this research is minimizing the total or average response time of SAR
system within a given number of SAR DPs. We present a formulation to reach the minimum
aggregate distance value for the whole SAR system. However, this formulation does not
guarantee that it minimizes the maximum distance for each TA from its closest facility, which is
actually the problem area of P-center model.
This research’s applied P-median formulation is stated as follows:

MINIMIZE

 d Y

Subject To

Y
jJ

ij

(3.13)

ij ij

iI jJ

1

MX j   Yij  0

i  I

(3.14)

j  J

(3.15)

iI

X
jJ

j

P

(3.16)

X j  0,1

j  J

(3.17)

Yij  0,1

i  I , j  J

(3.18)
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X1  1

(3.19)

where:
I = the set of TAs indexed by i
J = the set of DPs indexed by j
P = the limited number of DPs
dij = the distance from each TA i to each DP j

1
Xj = 
0
1
Yij  
0

if we locate at DP j
if not

if TA i is assigned to a DP j
if not

The objective function (3.13) minimizes the total distance traveled in the whole SAR system.
Constraint (3.14) enforces that each TA is assigned to exactly one DP. Constraint (3.15) enforces
that Xj=1 when one or more than one TA is covered by an assigned DP j. Xj is used as a counter
variable here to limit the number of DPs in the follow on constraint. Constraint (3.16) limits the
number of assigned DPs to a given number P. Constraints (3.17) and (3.18) force the decision
variables to be binary. Constraint (3.19) ensures that X1 is assigned as a DP since an on duty
SAR unit always exists at our central SAR base.

3.7 Generating VBA & Lingo Combination as a Useful Tool
In Linear Integer Programming methodology, LINGO is a very appropriate and commonly
used program. It can easily solve large optimization problems, which have many variables and
restrictions. However, it may be time consuming to change these variables and constraints for
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each studied scenario. Therefore, we generated a user friendly VBA & LINGO interface to
change each exogenous variable stated in Table 2 and to get the solutions in a quick and easy
readable format. Finally, this interface provides an easy application of three models – SCLP,
MCLP, & P Median – for all basic location problems after inputting the coordinate data of
demand and candidate points. It consists of EXCEL, which exists almost in every computer and
LINGO, a common integer-programming tool today. That is why it appears to be a very useful
interface.

3.7.1 Easy Method to Change Parameters
In this research, one of the intentions is being flexible about variables. Required response
time, coverage distance, and number of SAR DPs are exogenous variables of this study. A handy
VBA code is generated to easily change these variables to have results for very short intervals of
variable values.
Additionally, our problem has 155 by 25 distance matrix which means 3875 distance
variables total. It is possible to add or delete both TAs and DPs into our models as well. Hence,
our VBA code provides an ability to change our distance matrix (Table 3) and parameters in
seconds.

3.7.2 Logic of VBA & LINGO Interface
Since we have so many variables, objective functions and constraints of the models are very
challenging to figure out. Our VBA code figures out the model formulations by using distance
matrix and multiplier cells like risk values while referring to our applied mathematical models.
After figuring out these functions, it writes them into a LINGO file and makes LINGO solve the
problem. Then, it gets solutions from LINGO and writes them into an Excel file. In addition, it
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finds valuable results from the solution pages. A result of the SCLP model is shown at Figure 14
as an example of readable solution.

Figure 14. Example of SCLP Model Solution
Figure 14 shows the result of the SCLP model for 130 NM distance (i.e. 75 minutes response
time). One can easily see that it is not possible to cover all TAs within our given required
response time. Additionally the assigned DPs names and uncovered TA names can easily be
observed. Due to some classification issues, the demonstrations of names with X and Ys is
required. In our given scenario, every X and Y reflects to a real name of TA and DP.

3.8 Summary
In this chapter, the methodology of this research is explained comprehensively. The
objectives, parameters, and the methods for defining parameters of the research are presented
extensively. Subsequently risk value generation for the MCLP model is described to fully
express the quantification methodology of risk values. Since we did some additions or
transformations to the models in literature, our methodology about the applications is described
with all details. Finally, some short descriptions are given about our VBA & LINGO interface,
which can be accepted as a useful tool for basic location problems. Chapter 4 interprets the
results obtained by this interface.
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IV. Results and Analysis
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents results for three applied models that are SCLP, MCLP, and P-median.
After applying the mathematical models in Chapter 3, the results obtained from the VBA &
LINGO interface are interpreted.
The primary considerations to evaluate the results are response time, number of covered TAs,
and number of assigned DPs. Response time is defined in 5-minute. After defining the minimum
number of DPs with the help of the SCLP model, the number of DPs is used as an input for the
MCLP and P-Median models to define the optimum locations points. The number of DPs start at
3 and goes to the maximum number obtained from the SCLP model increasing by 1. The aim of
this analysis is to show the effect of each additional DP and each 5-minute increase in response
time. The impact of TAs risk values are shown by the MCLP model while maximizing the
demanded coverage with a limited number of DPs. Then, this chapter presents the optimum
locations of SAR units with the help of the P-Median model which minimizes the aggregate
distance (response time) of the system.
The results of the three applied models are all illustrated and are a beneficial reference for
TUAF to decide the locations of SAR DPs.

4.2 Solutions
All SCLP, MCLP, and P-Median model results are shown separately. The solution charts are
figured out with the help of our VBA & LINGO interface that gives easy readable results.
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4.2.1 Solutions for SCLP Model
The SCLP model essentially searches for the number of SAR DPs to cover all TAs.
However, there is a little issue that some TAs cannot be covered with any DP if the required
response time is too short. Therefore, as mentioned in the Chapter 3, we can easily observe the
number of uncovered TAs and their names through our coding. Thus, coding allows us to
determine problem TAs which are far away from every DP. The results for SCLP model are
presented at Table 5.
Table 5. Results of SCLP Model
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As can be seen at Table 5, many uncovered TAs exist for the response time values less than
80 minutes. Especially the TAs X92, X103, X104, X106, X108, X109 exist consistently for all cases
less than 70-minute response time. When their position is checked in our scenario, it is observed
that these TAs are the further quad or half part of four training areas at the northeast and
southwest edge of scenario map. Rearranging the position of these TAs may be a valuable tradeoff for decision makers to gain 15 minutes in terms of response time. Determining the SAR
system’s response time as 65-minute instead of 80 would presumably be a distinctive utilization
of the system.
Figure 15 presents a comparison chart for the response time and coverage parameters.

Figure 15. Response Time vs. Coverage Chart (SCLP)
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The very first observation can be taken from Figure 15 is that it is not possible for the given
scenario to cover all TAs within a range less than 80 minutes. However, since 6 TAs are
uncovered for 65-minute response time case, it can be possible to obtain full coverage by making
little adjustments on the TA map. Repositioning or scrolling the problem TAs mentioned above
through inland may be a wise course of action to decrease the SAR system’s response time
definition for 15 minutes. If a lessening to 60 minutes is demanded, 12 TAs should be
repositioned which may not be accepted as worth a 5-minute gain in response time.
After pointing out the effect of changes in response time parameter, a comparison for number
of required DPs and response time is illustrated at Figure 16. This comparison introduces the
results for the actual aim of SCLP method, determining the required number of DPs to cover all
TAs.

Figure 16. # of DPs vs. Coverage Chart (SCLP)
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Figure 16 gives the critical solution that we need at least 7 DPs to cover all TAs within a
defined 80-minute response time. Even though we enhance the number of DPs, it does not seem
possible for our scenario to cover all TAs less than 80-minute cases. However, making minor
arrangements on the TA map may result to cover all TAs within a 65-minute response time with
8 SAR DPs. The required number of DPs reduces in case of higher required response times
inherently. The required number decreases linearly from 9 to 3 at 105-minute and then remains
constant for the higher values of response time.
Table 6 presents the assigned DPs’ names from the SCLP model for the values of 3 to 9 DPs
and 60 to 105-minute response time interval.
Table 6. Assigned DPs by SCLP Model

At this point, we remind the reader that Y1 is already assigned by LINGO for all options
since we force it to be assigned in our mathematical models. Hence, Y1 is not stated in all
solution charts. Y13 appears to be an indispensible DP to cover all TAs according to results. Its
no replacement statue on the north side of our map makes it an element of every solution set.
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Due to its existence in every solution set, a sensitivity analysis is executed for Y13 as shown at
Figure 17.

Figure 17. Sensitivity Analysis for Y13
The absence of Y13 does not substantially affect the number of required DPs to cover all TAs,
but it significantly decreases the number of covered TAs particularly for the response times
between 60 and 100 minutes. Since this response time is defined as our reasonable time range,
Y13 arises as an indispensible DP.
Additionally, Y12, Y16, Y17 exist as the most repeating ones with 7 times in 10 solutions due
to their central position on the scenario map. Consequently, according the results obtained from
SCLP model, our follow on models focus on the 3 to 9 numbers of DPs and 60 to 105-minute
response time interval.
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4.2.2 Solutions for MCLP Model
Covering as many TAs as we can with a given a number of DPs and response time is the next
objective of this research. Dissimilar to other models, the MCLP model has two exogenous
variables together, which are response time and number of DPs. After defining our effective
research ranges in terms of DPs numbers and response time with the SCLP model, this part of
the research presents the results for MCLP model at these ranges.
The covered numbers of TAs for the unweighted MCLP model are shown at Table 7. At least
an 80-minute response time and 7 DPs are required to have full coverage as in the SCLP method.
The number of covered TAs for 2 DPs does not seem acceptable below 90-minute response time
values and the covered TAs numbers are almost same for DP number options above 7.
Therefore, our effective range appears to be 3 to 7 in terms of DP number. On the other hand, 60minute response time gives low coverage and 105-minute response time gives full coverage for
all options of this DP number range. Accordingly, 3 to 7 DPs and 65 to 100-minute response
time ranges are focus areas of the follow on sections.
Table 7. Numbers of Covered TAs for Unweighted MCLP Model
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As a subsequent analysis, Figure 18 presents a more precise graph to observe the results for
the effective range explained above. Since the coverage lines for 6 and 7 DPs are very closed to
each other, 7 DPs option does not offer an appealing trade off. However, it can be preferred
though for short response times and acceptable coverage rates if enough capabilities exist.

Figure 18. Trade-off s for MCLP
Especially for 3 DPs option, there is an ability to cover 10-15 more TAs for all response time
options by adding one more DP. Therefore, our minimum DP number should be at least 4 for
maximum coverage rate. For 65 to 75-minute response time and 3 to 5 DPs range, the number of
covered TAs increases for 10 additional TAs for each DP increment. This gain can be evaluated
worthy to burden an additional DP. It is also possible to obtain close coverage increments for 80
and 85-minute response time cases per each additional DP until 6. In addition, 5 and 6 DPs give
remarkable coverage rates for the 85 and 90-minute response time values. These coverage rates
can be taken into account in high coverage demanded cases.
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Figure 19 presents a graph focusing on the response time effect in the range mentioned
above. One can easily see that there is a remarkable ascent from 70 to 75 and 75 to 80-minute
cases in terms of number of covered TAs. Also it is possible to reach 140 and above covered
TAs for all 4, 5, 6 and 7 DP options with determining a response time above 75 minutes. These
values can be brought to better levels with some touch ups on the TA map as mentioned in the
SCLP method solutions section.

Figure 19. Trade-offs for MCLP (Response Time)
This research also presents a weighed MCLP model application using TAs' assessed risk

values. The sectored risk assessment of Turkish Air Space is executed by following the
methodology explained in Chapter 3 and the obtained values at Table 4 are used as weighs. The
coverage results for weighed MCLP model are shown at Table 8.
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Table 8. Numbers of Covered TAs for Weighted MCLP Model

The weighted coverage results appear to be the same to the ones obtained from the basic
MCLP model. This means that our risk values do not affect our objective. There are primarily
two reasons for this ineffectiveness. At first, all risk values we obtained are not very different
from each other. In other words, some of them should be at least two times bigger than a few of
them. The algorithm of integer programming can only prefer one of the TAs instead of two of
them in this case. Thus, there happen to be higher demanded objective value with a lower
number of covered TAs. The second reason is the dilemma in our technique to assign the risk
values of TAs. We assign risk values to TAs according to sectors they exist in. However, the
basic reason for having a high-risk value for a sector is containing many TAs in itself. Therefore,
sectors that TAs exist in have close risk values to each other and all TAs have close values
inherently. Consequently, a comprehensive risk assessment research that assesses each TA
independently would presumably give beneficial results for weighed MCLP model.
Risk values are rearranged with a basic formulation that makes them separate to be sure that
our research weighted MCLP model is running correctly. The formulation is;
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Rnew =[(Rold - Rmin) / (Rmax - Rmin)] * 100)

(4.1)

Where; Rold is the risk value obtained in Chapter 3, Rmin is the minimum and Rmax is the
maximum risk value among all TAs. This formulation provides risk values that range from 1 to
100. Thus, a trial to justify the correctness of our weighted MCLP model can be executed. The
results obtained from rearranged weighted MCLP model are shown at Table 9.
Table 9. Numbers of Covered TAs for Rearranged Weighted MCLP Model

When the results are examined in a detailed way, it is seen that the number of covered TAs
are less for some cells when compared to unweighted model. This justifies that our model runs
appropriately. As an another justification method, the aggregate risk values are compared as
shown at Table 10.
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Table 10. Comparison of Objective Values for Weighted & Unweighted MCLP Models

For the weighted MCLP model, the aggregate risk values become greater than or equal to the
unweighted ones as expected. This results justifies that weighted MCLP model runs in a correct
logic but needs a risk assessment made independently for each TA to provide realistic results.
According to the results obtained from MCLP model so far, Table 11 presents the names of
DPs for the determined trade-off area. Similar to the SCLP model solutions, Y9, Y10, Y13, Y16,
and Y17 exist in most of the solutions due to their indispensible positions. Particularly Y9, Y13,
and Y16 are most recurrent DPs existing in 18 of 20 results.
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Table 11. Assigned DPs by MCLP Model

A sensitivity analysis of Y9, Y13, and Y16 for 5 DPs case is executed because of their
existence in all results of this case. Results are shown at Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Sensitivity Analysis of Y9, Y13, and Y16 for MCLP Model
Since all results for Y13's absence are the lowest values, the research's given scenario is most
sensitive to Y13 again. Almost 5% of coverage is lost for all response time cases because of Y13
absence. It can be stated that Y16 is the second important DP for 5 DPs case when Figure 20 is
examined.
Comparison of the options, which have higher number of covered TAs than 140, gives us the
names of the problem TAs. Especially checking the ones that have 10 or below uncovered TAs
allows us to identify the outlier TAs. The ones close to X85, X106, and X155 symbolizes the
different points of three training areas at the south and north edges. As advised in the SCLP
solution section, little shifts for these three areas may bring in a few more coverage percentage.
Additionally authorities can avoid 1 more DP assigning to obtain the same coverage.
As a result of the MCLP model, at least 4 or more SAR units should be assigned within our
scenario to have acceptable coverage rates for reasonable response times between 60 and 85
minutes. The marginal benefit on the coverage rate for 1 more DP from 3 to 4 shouldn't be
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ignored. 5 DPs option should be taken into account if full coverage is demanded with little shifts
of a few TAs.

4.2.3 Solutions for P-Median Model
This research’s last objective is minimizing the total or average response time of SAR system
within a given number of DPs. The actual intention to find the minimum total response time is to
expose the optimum locations of SAR units for the given scenario.
Before determining locations, Figure 21 presents a chart that illustrates the response time
distribution in case of 4 DPs located. To obtain this chart, bins of 5 minute response times are
generated and the assigned response times are rounded to the closest bin. The frequency is
calculated by repetition of these bins. If 4 DPs are located, the maximum response time of the
system is almost 125 minutes. The frequency shows the repeating number of each bin. For
example, there are 19 TAs, which are in the offset of almost 45-minute response time for the 4
DPs case. Additionally, almost 50 percent of TAs are closer than 45-minute and 90 percent of
them are closer than 75-minute response time to the assigned DPs.

Figure 21. Response Time Distribution for 4 DPs
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Figure 22 presents the results of P-median model for the 5 DPs case. A significant decrease
in response times rises out. The frequencies becomes more similar to a normal distribution and
the maximum response time value goes down more than 30 minutes. Additionally, almost 53
percent of TAs are closer than 45-minute and 95.5 percent of them are closer than 75-minute
response time to the assigned DPs. The 5.5 percent gain is a good value when compared with the
4 DP case which means 8 more TAs becomes closer than 75-minute response time.

Figure 22. Response Time Distribution for 5 DPs
Figure 23 presents the results of P-median model for the 6 DPs case. Histogram seems to be
more accumulated in the mid response time values. The maximum response time value does not
change because of two TAs. Additionally, one more DP shifts the curve a little left to smaller
response time values. However, there is not a valuable effect of one additional DP since it does
not change significantly the maximum and average response time values.
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Figure 23. Response Time Distribution for 6 DPs.
The combined illustration of all DPs number cases is presented in Figure 24. One can easily
realize that there is a significant effect of enhancing the DP number from 3 to 4 in terms of
coverage rate for the reasonable response times determined in previous models applications. This
effect can be also seen between 4 and 5 comparison. 5 DPs and 6 DPs cases results appear as
almost same. Even though 7 DPs case provides a coverage increment in a small scale, bearing
the burden of 2 additional DPs may not worth this small scale increase. Thus, 5 DPs option
seems to be most effective option for our scenario in terms of coverage rate.
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Figure 24. Coverage Comparison for # of DPs with P-Median Model
Table 12 gives the quantitative results of the P-median model. The 5 DPs case provides a
significant decrease in terms of average and worst case response time. The second step to obtain
a significant effect can be defined with 8 DPs option to improve the worst case response time
value.
Table 12. Results of P-Median Model
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Figure 25 shows the results by means of lines. The largest decrease in worst case and average
response time is executed by an additional DP, from 4 to 5 DPs.

Figure 25. P-Median Results Chart
Since we justified with the SCLP, MCLP, and P-Median models that 5 DPs is a preferable
alternative, the next step is determining the names of these locations which is the primary
objective of the P-median model. The P-median model gives the names of DPs as Y8, Y9, Y13,
Y16, and Y18. It is an outstanding point that the first four are the most repeating ones in the
SCLP and MCLP models. Y18 appears as an exception with P-median to minimize the aggregate
distance.
A sensitivity analysis of Y9, Y13, and Y16 for the P-median model is executed because of their
existence in all results except Y13’s nonexistence for 3 DPs case. Figure 26 illustrates the results
of sensitivity analysis for P-median model.
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Figure 26. Sensitivity Analysis of Y9, Y13, and Y16 for P-Median Model
According to the results obtained from sensitivity analysis, Y9 is the most sensitive DP for 3,
4, and 5 DPs cases. For the 6 and 7 DPs cases, Y13 becomes the most sensitive one. This
alteration is because of Y9’s central position. The model keeps it in the solution set to minimize
the aggregate response time for lower number of DPs. For higher number of DPs, another DP
can be chosen instead of Y9. For this case Y13’s indispensible position becomes more important
for the P-median model.

4.3 Comparison of SCLP, MCLP, and P-Median Results
In this section of the research, results are shown for all three models in a combined
illustration. The results range is bounded to 4 to 6 DPs and 70-85 minute-response times since it
is justified as the effective trade off range for all models.
Table 13 presents the results for SCLP, MCLP, and P-median models for the defined
effective trade off range. The SCLP model proves that it is not possible to cover all TAs with
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less than 7 DPs. However, it can inherently be possible to cover all with a smaller number of DPs
if the response time is extended as seen for the example of 85-minute response time case.
Since it may not be possible to assign 7 SAR units due to budget constraints, this research
seeks for some ways to maximize coverage with less DPs. Accepting some flexibility on the
response time variable and making some little shifts for a few TAs on the given map may save
up to 2 DPs. Almost full coverage can be obtained by the MCLP model via these arrangements
with 5 DPs for a 75-minute response time while the required number is 7 for the SCLP model.
Most of 7 uncovered TAs can be covered after making stated little shifts.
Table 13. Effective Range Results for All Models

Although the coverage range is not an issue of the P-median model, the number of uncovered
TAs can be observed from the solution set. When the results of the MCLP and P-median models
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are compared, it is evident that the MCLP model covers equal or more TAs than the P-median as
expected.
The P-median model primarily aims to find the optimum locations to minimize the aggregate
response time for the whole system. The average response time is 48.3 minutes for 4 DPs option.
A significant decrease to 45.3 minutes appears when the number of DPs enhanced to 5. But the
decrease in response time is minor when 6 DPs option is activated. It provides a decrement of 1.4
minutes for average response time when the DPs number is enhanced to 6. As in the previous
models, enhancing the DPs number from 4 to 5 seems to worth it to take the burdens of an
additional DP. However, it cannot be interpreted the same for the enhancement from 5 to 6 DPs.
But still 6 DPs can be assigned due to its marginal benefit if there is enough capability.
In addition to DPs number evaluations, marginal benefits of response time values should not
be ignored. One can observe from Table 13 that there is significant increment in number of
covered TAs for both MCLP and P-Median models when response time is extended to 75 from
70. This increment does not go in the action for the follow on 5 minute additions. Thus, 75minute response time seems to be the best option in terms of coverage and quick reaction
capability.
Finally, the last objective of the research is defining the names of DPs to generate the SAR
DP location map. As seen in Table 13, there are some DPs that exist in almost all solutions of
three applied models. Y13 and Y16 appear as the exceptional TAs with existing in every solution
set. Also, Y9 exists in all 75 and 80 minute solution sets. Another remarkable location is Y8. It
exists in all solution sets for the P-median model which is our basic model to define the names of
locations. Another notable result is that Y18 exists in the P-median model solutions for 5 and 6
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DPs while it never shows up in the solution sets of other models. This means that it has a lower
approximate distance to the TAs around itself but it is distant to a few problem TAs. Therefore,
Y18 can also exist in other models' solution sets after making stated arrangements on the TA map.

4.4 Summary
This chapter presents the results of the SCLP, MCLP, and P-Median models’ applications to
the given scenario. The results are given and interpreted separately for each model. Afterwards, a
comparison of the effective trade off range, which is determined by these three models, is figured
out to see the similarities and the differences of the results. Consequently, the most outstanding
option for the number of DPs and response time pair is reported. The location names mostly
preferred by models also are stated and compared.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Summary
Chapter 1 gives general information about Turkey and TUAF capabilities. The problem area
is explained and importance of SAR units for air forces is emphasized as well. The assumptions
of the research are also defined in Chapter 1.
Chapter 2 presents a literature review about location problem types. Comprehensive
explanations of the applied three models are given with their mathematical formulations, as they
exist in the literature. Since the risk values of TAs are used in the MCLP model as weighs,
Chapter 2 also introduces basic risk assessment methods.
Chapter 3 firstly explains the applied methods to generate the parameters of the research’s
problem. Then it presents the modified mathematical models which are figured out to fit the
research’s problem. Subsequently Chapter 3 presents risk value generation method of the
research. Lastly it introduces the generated VBA & LINGO interface used to have results.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the applied models. An effective range of response time and
number of DPs is stated. Comparison of all models for this range is interpreted as well.
Chapter 5 states conclusions and recommendations. The obtained ideas for further researches
are also presented.

5.2 Research Conclusions
Location problems are very common in the deterministic optimization area. Military location
problems are one the most applied applications of location problems as well. Since our problem
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is about optimizing the TUAF SAR DP locations, this research originates from applied similar
military location problems.
The SCLP method is applied to find the minimum number of DPs to cover all TAs in the
given scenario. This method determines the minimum number of DPs as at least 7 to cover all
TAs. Another take away from the results of the SCLP method is the minimum response time, 80
minutes, to cover all TAs. This means that it is not possible to cover all TAs within a range
smaller than 80-minute response time even when using all given 25 DP options. However, it is
remarkable that response times between 65-80 minutes provide coverage higher than 90 percent.
Hence, this response time range is valuable to research.
The MCLP method aims to have maximum coverage with limited number of DPs and a
defined response time. The primary concern of the MCLP method is to supply some Decision
Support Systems (DSS) to decision makers in constrained capability cases. The MCLP method
provides low coverage for 3 DPs option. In addition to 3 DPs option, 7 DPs option gives almost
full coverage above 70-minute response time. Hence the effective range is determined as 4 to 7
DPs in terms of DPs number. On the other side 65-minute response time option gives low
coverage for all DPs numbers. On the contrary case, 95-minute option gives almost full coverage
for all DPs numbers. Thus, the effective range for response time is determined as 70 to 85minutes. The most effective options obtained from MCLP method are 5 DPs and 75-minute
response time according the their marginal benefit on coverage.
The MCLP method is also applied in a weighed approach with generated sectoral risk values.
Since our obtained risk values are very close to each other, the results are the same as in
unweighted model. The sectoral approach for risk values caused to close values, since the
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existence of TAs makes relevant sector risky and assignment of that sector’s value to containing
TAs makes TA values close which is somewhat a vicious circle. Therefore, a risk study which
consists of many more sectors or which assesses every TA independently may reveal better
solutions in terms of weighed coverage.
The P-median model’s objective is to find the minimum aggregate response time as an
expression of an effective system. At the same time, it determines the best locations to reach this
objective. This research’s model presents that the 5 DP option is the best option in terms of total
response time and Y8, Y9, Y13, Y16, and Y18 are the best location names for this option.
Since this research depends on a notional generic TA map, the VBA & LINGO interface is
figured out very flexible to change all parameters. It is applicable for all basic location problems
after entering demand point and candidate point coordinates. Hence, this interface can easily be
applied with the real data of the researches problem.
As a result of comparing results of all applied models, between 3 to 7 DPs, one additional DP
significantly effects the coverage and total response time. Especially the increment from 4 to 5
DPs has a considerable impact on coverage. The same case is valid for the response times 70 to
75 minutes. Another point of view for response time is that our SAR units reaction time which
appears as constant cost. After observing with all models that every minute is important for
coverage, the authorities should look for some ways to diminish the reaction time. 5-minute gain
in reaction may easily result to save up one more DP.
Although our TAs map is generic, conclusion of rearranging the outlier TAs is the fact. This
conclusion may most probably be obtained via the application of any country’s air space.
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Decision makers should take into consideration of shifting TAs to obtain full SAR coverage with
lower number of SAR DPs.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Researches
This research presents a location optimization methodology for SAR DPs, which are
assumed equal logistically and geographically. The logistical and maintenance issues have
critical effect on the concerns of decision makers to locate their military facilities. The research
area can be extended by adding some logistical and geographical values to candidate points.
This research observes results for every response time option within 5-minute intervals. A
study may be developed to apply different required response times for each TA or defined sector.
Different response times can be determined via the risk of geography of relevant TA.
Additionally, a comprehensive risk evaluation research may be very beneficial when applied to
this research’s models. But this research requires to have distinct risk values for each TA.
If the decision makers decide the exact locations of SAR DPs, a research can be done for
regenerating the fighter aircrafts TA map. Since the TAs have lots of restrictions about their size,
distance to bases, types of mission etc., generating a TA map with the concern of fuel efficiency
and attainability of SAR units may reveal a valuable contribution to Air Forces.
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